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OMSI 2 – Project Gladbeck is a big bus
simulation covering more than 35 accessible
bus lines through the cities of Gladbeck,
Bottrop, Gelsenkirchen, Essen, Recklinghausen,
Marl and Dortmund and more. Take control of
more than 1.000 objects and buildings, such as
stations, depots, police stations, train stations,
bridges, roads, tunnels, housing areas and
streets and drive the bus through the region.
Journey in the most modern and realistic city
bus simulation ever! Features: More than 35
accessible bus lines in the cities of Bottrop,
Gelsenkirchen, Essen, Recklinghausen, Marl and
Dortmund More than 1.000 objects and
buildings Drive the bus through more than 500
km Driving time of approximately 2 hours for
every route Different hours of driving for various
routes Almost all destinations are reachable
Vast number of events in the form of festivals or
holidays with an active LIVE-Ticker App in App
Store and Amazon. New AI-driven rolling stock
and their corresponding service vehicles
Improved and optimized gameplay experience
Original non-gender voices of passengers
Interactions with customers (e.g. giving them
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seat tickets) New paintworks of the Vestische
Straßenbahnen GmbH Detailed interior and
exterior in the form of realistic buses AI tracks
at the stations and depots Various events with
bus destinations Collectible items at different
bus stations Realistic interior, exterior and
animation Set the route for driving time as you
like Drive during normal daytime, night and
holidays The combination of live traffic and
other passengers on live network routes Defeat
your opponent in up to 4player in a real head-tohead round with other players in your household
using their own device Bus tickets of the
Vestische Straßenbahnen GmbH available in the
App Store and Amazon More comfortable in the
former Freeware Version More realistic driving
experience New buses are being added!
Compatible with the Advanced Omnibus Driver
Original timetable data of the Vestische
Straßenbahnen GmbH MAP [1]MVP: Modern
Vehicle Parking [1]MVP: Modern Vehicle Parking
[1]MVP: Modern Vehicle Parking [1]MVP: Modern
Vehicle Parking [1]MVP: Modern Vehicle Parking
[1]MVP: Modern Vehicle Parking [1]MVP:
OMSI 2 Add-On Projekt Gladbeck Features Key:
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Operation: The game is invoked by the v2 function and starts out with more instructions than
the original OMSI (installed in "on start").
Configuration of the game: Filters from the OMSI 2 administrator can be configured.
Documentation: Information about playing the game.
Reinstall: The function is invoked on a reinstall of the OMSI 2 game.
Reset score: Reset the game score upon startup.
Server: Determines whether a server connection and start of server are supported.
Start of game: Starts the game.
Extended OMSI 2 features: Filters from the OMSI 2 administrator, modifications to the values
and data.
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The development of OMSI 2 Add-On OMSI 2
Projekt Gladbeck was a very important
component for OMSI. The OMSI 2 products are
always developed to the highest possible level.
In order to make OMSI 2 one of the best
products in the world, it is necessary to enable
OMSI 2 so that it complements in detail as many
interesting cities and also to better portray the
fun-factor by giving the player more interesting
elements and features. Your task: Hop on and
explore the city of Gladbeck, the Ruhr region
with more than 200 re-created bus lines,
express buses and express trains! The areas
look just like real and the bus lines will make
you feel like you’re really on the road. More than
400 km of accessible route with the most
detailed re-creations in OMSI 2 so far! A big
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congratulations to Fruhstuck GmbH and their
partner company, Roinniste - creator of the
OMSI 2 bus and tram app! You as the driver will
have full control over the vehicle. The OMSI 2
bus or tram app is compatible with OMSI 2
Projekt Gladbeck! At the moment it is a level
two app for the Android operating system. More
info about OMSI 2, our products and the last
updates on our website: The bigger the better!
By downloading, installing and using this
product, you are agreeing with the information
as it is available. All the information provided at
this time is subject to change at any time
without prior notification. All products or
services available on www.omsi.de are covered
by the respective manufacturers or service
providers agreement (T&C's). OMSI 2 Projekt
Gladbeck: In the world of OMSI 2 Projekt
Gladbeck the player controls a bus or tram. This
is the biggest and best bus/tram in the world.
The player must visit all cities, towns and
villages along the way to the route destination.
While driving, the player is guided through the
city. In addition to signals, stops are offered and
the player can choose which one to use. The
driver also can to some extent leave the
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The OMSI 2 Add-On Projekt Gladbeck is a major
new feature of OMSI 2. In this feature, we
accompany you on a journey through a rebuilt
city bus network of the town of Gladbeck!
Among other things, we bring you the first OMSI
2 Add-On in the Ruhr region and the largest bus
station in the world. Due to the large number of
bus lines in the city, we had to deal with a
correspondingly large number of objects.The
following information will help you understand
the appeal of this feature!Bus lines and tracks
include:Gladbeck - Herdecke - Neukirchen-Vluyn
- GladbeckGladbeck - Unna - Bonn RheinbergGladbeck - GladbeckSiegeloh BottropGladbeck - Marktschorgast GelsenkirchenWiesloch - SierningenWiesloch Weil am Rhein - WetterGladbeck - Wetter BraubrunnGladbeck - Lüdenscheid - Wetter Schopfheim - Wetter - Lünen - Wetter - DuisburgRüsselsheimWiesloch - Schopfheim - Wetter SchussenriedGladbeck - Metzingen - Wetter OchsenfurtGladbeck - Heubach - Wetter - Wil -
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Wetter - Wettbüll - Wetter - Mülheim am
RheinGladbeck - Rheinberg - Bismarck Altenbürg - Wetter - Niehl - Wetter - AlsheimArnsberg - Wetter - RenningenGladbeck Oberndorffhausen - Bismarck - Wetter SchwiedelfeldGladbeck - Neuss - Unna - Wetter Wetter - Langenfeld - Wetter - BottropGladbeck Ochsenfurt - Wetter - Wetter - Niehl - Wetter HochheimGladbeck - Offenbach - Herdecke Wetter - Wetter - JüchenGladbeck - Wetter Wetter - Alsheim-ArnsbergGladbeck - Wetter Wetter - Rees - Wetter - Mülheim am Rhein Wetter - Hochheim - Wetter - Bonn
What's new:
14. November 2018 HART-DLL HRBUKG-KDL VBUIK-KDL
What are the requirements? What are the benefits? What
are the considerations? Integration from Siemens Software
Workflow Support Integration for SE & HM products
Usability Configuration Who is CELANICA? We are a
company with strong partners and a good tradition. Over
the years, our products have been used in many places all
over the world. Our goal is to see that every provision we
introduce in our products is valuable for our customers and
add value to their business. Our international distribution
is based on a network of offices all over the world. Our
ability to offer solutions for service and maintenance is
important. Thus, our products can also be used for
maintenance, operation and repair. As you will see from
our website, we support many different industries. When
we add functionality to a product or develop new products,
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we also want to make sure that they are suitable for this
industry and the requirements of the
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How To Install and Crack OMSI 2 Add-On Projekt Gladbeck:
Use the following link to download the MOD /X.X.X/ Open
Minds Software Inc. and place the omsi.exe into your
games root folder. It is mandatory that you have created a
shortcut for the OMSI file.
When you start the game it's supposed to download the
Add On (crack) once you click the "Add-on" button in the
bottom left corner of the main screen (you can turn off the
feature in options).
If you get an error while you're trying to crack the game
please perform a system restart (restart button in the
system menu)
Make sure that you have a working internet connection. If
not, try restarting your computer.
For archiving you need to change the OMSI folder name in
the addon.zip:
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Open the OMSI folder
Open the OMSI folder
In the addon.zip go to c:\users\user\mscheme
Copy the OMSI folder name that you will use when you
extract the addon.zip
Enjoy!
These instructions are enough to crack not only OMSI 2 Add-On
Projekt Gladbeck but it's easy to edit the add-on and it is just a
matter of time you get cracked games. If you liked the game
please try out the other titles :)..br

IMPORTANT!
If you want to crack this version of OMSI 2 Add-On you must
have the original version of OMSI 2 installed. This add-on is
based on the OMSI 2.0.0 version. If you want to crack other
versions of OMSI please go to : osp page.
oMSI 2 Add-On Projekt 1.22.0
How To Install

System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, or 10 CPU: 1.6
GHz (AMD) or 2.0 GHz (Intel) RAM: 2 GB
HDD: 7 GB GPU: DirectX 11 compatible
video card with 2048MB or more VRAM
Additional Notes: This has to be the
absolute best edition in terms of graphics.
It will require a video card with more than
1GB of VRAM to play smoothly. Features:
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Battle Arena mode Anima mode Enhanced
Character UI
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